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         is the collection of decorative effects that expresses the passion and 
tradition arising from the experience of the Italian PINTI brand in the sector 
of construction paint systems. Thanks to the studies of the Italian research 
and development laboratory and the unparalleled knowledge of the most in-
novative productive techniques, PINTI makes available to professionals much 
more than a range of creative solutions “Made in Italy”. Decorative effects and 
high quality Italian printing tools designed to achieve the best aesthetic result 
with application techniques that are easy and innovative. The luxury of Italian 
decorations, attention to detail and state-of-the-art work are the guarantees 
Pinti offers their customers, in response to the most ambitious architectural 
demands.
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 31 Roma  32 Roma  33 Roma  34 Roma

 35 Roma  36 Roma  37 Roma  38 Roma

 39 Roma  40 Roma  41 Roma  42 Roma

 43 Roma  44 Roma  45 Roma  46 Roma

 47 Roma  48 Roma  49 Roma  50 Roma

 51 Roma  52 Roma  53 Roma  54 Roma

Roma

Colors

 55 Gold base  56 Bronze base  57 Copper base

 32 Light Gold base  59 Pearl base

SPREADING RATE PER COAT: 9÷10 m²/l per coat
DILUTION: Max 3 - 5%, with water
APPLICATION METHODS: Pinti spalter or Pinti brush

Roma creates a cosmopolitan atmosphere full of energy, ideal to interpret the decorative and contemporary 
living concept, giving at the same time harmony and elegance to a classic décor. This pearlescent metallic fini-
sh with contrasting satin gloss is easy to apply and ensures brilliant decorative finishes for refined and finely 
crafted environments. The great decorative impact of Roma on your walls gives an unmistakable Italian style 
to your home. 

Roma

SURFACE PREPARATION

The surface must be solid, clean, dry and free of dust, oil, grease, 
etc ... It is preferable to sand it lightly prior to application. Then 
remove all traces of dust and apply a first coat of Primer Pinti 
Base Coat (with brush or roller). On a dry support, apply a se-
cond coat of Primer Pinti Base Coat.

APPLICATION CYCLE

On a perfectly prepared support surface, apply one coat of Roma 
with the Pinti spalter in short crossing brush strokes, going over 
the surface again with the dry spalter to distribute excess mate-
rial. If a brighter effect is desired, with more pearlescence, apply 
a second coat of Roma on a dry support with the same technique 
as the first one.

WATCH THE APPLICATION VIDEO
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 31 Firenze  32 Firenze  33 Firenze  34 Firenze

 35 Firenze  36 Firenze  37 Firenze  38 Firenze

 39 Firenze  40 Firenze  41 Firenze  42 Firenze

 43 Firenze  44 Firenze  45 Firenze  46 Firenze

 47 Firenze  48 Firenze  49 Firenze  50 Firenze

 51 Firenze  52 Firenze  53 Firenze  54 Firenze

Firenze

Colors Firenze

 55 Gold base  56 Bronze base  57 Copper base

 32 Light Gold base  59 Pearl base

SPREADING RATE PER COAT: 8÷9 m²/l per coat
DILUTION: Max 3 - 5%, with water
APPLICATION METHODS: Pinti spalter or Pinti brush Firenze

Firenze interprets a modern elegant style, light and iridescent, slightly reflective, pleasant to the eye and the 
touch. This pearlescent metallic finish with a matter effect is easy to apply and ensures shiny opaque contrasts 
in relief with a remarkable aesthetic impact. Firenze can create multiple decorative effects even with one coat 
of finish, making your work even easier and faster. Eclectic and trendy, Firenze customises all environments 
with special light effects and colour reflections.

SURFACE PREPARATION

The surface must be solid, clean, dry and free of dust, oil, grease, 
etc ... It is preferable to sand it lightly prior to application. Then 
remove all traces of dust and apply a first coat of Primer Pinti 
Base Coat (with brush or roller). On a dry support, apply a se-
cond coat of Primer Pinti Base Coat.

APPLICATION CYCLE

On a fully prepared support, apply a coat of Firenze with the Pin-
ti spalter, short crossing strokes, again using the dry spalter on the 
newly decorated surface, until you get the desired cloudy effect.

WATCH THE APPLICATION VIDEO
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 31 Venezia  58 Venezia  33 Venezia  34 Venezia

 35 Venezia  36 Venezia  37 Venezia  38 Venezia

 39 Venezia  40 Venezia  41 Venezia  42 Venezia

 43 Venezia  44 Venezia  45 Venezia  46 Venezia

 47 Venezia  48 Venezia  49 Venezia  50 Venezia

 51 Venezia  52 Venezia  53 Venezia  54 Venezia

Venezia

Colors Venezia

 55 Gold base  56 Bronze base  57 Copper base

 32 Light Gold base 59 Pearl base

VeneziaSPREADING RATE PER COAT: 7÷9 m²/l per coat
DILUTION: Max 3 - 5%, with water
APPLICATION METHODS: Pinti spalter or Pinti brush

SURFACE PREPARATION

The surface must be solid, clean, dry and free of dust, oil, grease, 
etc ... It is preferable to sand it lightly prior to application. Then 
remove all traces of dust and apply a first coat of Primer Pinti 
Base Coat (with brush or roller). On a dry support, apply a se-
cond coat of Primer Pinti Base Coat.

APPLICATION CYCLE

On a fully prepared support apply a coat of Venezia, spreading 
it to obtain the desired effect. To obtain a more brilliant effect, 
apply a second coat of Venezia on a perfectly dry product, using 
the same technique as before.

Venezia gives stunning metallic effects to surfaces to create a metropolitan atmosphere with a contemporary 
design and give light to the classic, sober areas. With a few gestures Venezia offers decorative effects of great 
value, adapted to the needs of those who don’t want to give up everyday aesthetics. The pearlescent metallic 
finish with a matter effect creates shiny opaque relief contrasts, creating valuable artistic decorations. The un-
mistakable style of this decorative paint lends itself to minimal and refined atmospheres, it gives expressiveness 
to contemporary environments, bringing the modernity of light to the charm of ancient precious metals.

WATCH THE APPLICATION VIDEO
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 31 Metallika  32 Metallika  33 Metallika  34 Metallika

 35 Metallika  36 Metallika  37 Metallika  38 Metallika

 39 Metallika  40 Metallika  41 Metallika  42 Metallika

Metallika

 55 Gold base  56 Bronze base  139 Light Gold base

 57 Copper base  59 Pearl base

Metallika

Colors Metallika

Polished-satin-matt metallic finish with an exquisite three-dimensional effect. Metallika creates silky walls full of mo-
vement, due to its polychrome, iridescent details. The wide choice of colours allows infinite combinations of colours that 
can illuminate and give a touch of glamour to your home. You can get a wide variety of pastel colours and warm colours 
with a strong aesthetic impact that will satisfy the most extreme decorative requirements.

SURFACE PREPARATION

The surface must be solid, clean, dry and free of dust, oil, grease, 
etc ... It is preferable to sand it lightly prior to application. Then 
remove all traces of dust and apply a first coat of Primer Pinti 
Base Coat (with brush or roller). On a dry support, apply a se-
cond coat of Primer Pinti Base Coat.

APPLICATION CYCLE

On a perfectly prepared support surface, apply a coat of Metal-
lika with the short-haired Pinti roller, or Pinti spalter, covering 
the surface evenly. When dry, apply a second coat with the spal-
ter using short crossing brush strokes, spreading the product une-
venly. Then wipe the surface with a dry spalter. A few minutes 
after application, when the product starts to dry, wipe the surface 
with the plastic Pinti trowel, using small circular movements.

SPREADING RATE PER COAT: 9÷10 m²/l per coat
DILUTION: Max 3 - 5%, with water
APPLICATION METHODS: Pinti spalter, plastic spatula WATCH THE APPLICATION VIDEO
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 125 Crystal  127 Crystal  128 Crystal  129 Crystal

 132 Crystal  134 Crystal  136 SCrystal  137 Crystal

 140 Crystal  141 Crystal  103 Crystal  104 Crystal

 102 Crystal  111 Crystal  130 Crystal  91 Crystal

 95 Crystal  162 Crystal  164 Crystal  75 Crystal

 60 Crystal

 142 Crystal

 61 Crystal

 106 Crystal

 67 Crystal

 146 Crystal

 71 Crystal

 148 Crystal

Crystal

Colors Crystal

 59 Pearl base

CrystalSPREADING RATE PER COAT: 6÷7 m²/l per coat
DILUTION: Max 3 - 5%, with water
APPLICATION METHODS: Pinti spalter or Pinti brush

Metallic finish with luminous crystals filled with opaque gloss contrasts in relief. Crystal creates extraordinary atmo-
spheres, with decorative effects rich in bright, iridescent and pearly shades. Simple to apply, you can create multiple plays 
of light that, when in different colours, make this pearlescent decoration ideal for elegant and refined environments.

SURFACE PREPARATION

The surface must be solid, clean, dry and free of dust, oil, grease, 
etc ... It is preferable to sand it lightly prior to application. Then 
remove all traces of dust and apply a first coat of Primer Pinti 
Base Coat (with brush or roller). On a dry support, apply a se-
cond coat of Primer Pinti Base Coat.

APPLICATION CYCLE

On a fully prepared support, apply a coat of Crystal with the Pin-
ti spalter in short, crossing strokes, then use the dry spalter again 
on the surface that was just decorated, combining the material 
components until the desired effect is obtained.

WATCH THE APPLICATION VIDEO
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Ferrum base

 35 Ferrum  36 Ferrum  37 Ferrum  38 Ferrum

 39 Ferrum  40 Ferrum  41 Ferrum  42 Ferrum

 55 Ferrum  56 Ferrum  57 Ferrum  58 Ferrum

 59 Ferrum

Colors Ferrum

 31 Bronze base  32 Silver base  33 Gold base

 34 Copper base

FerrumSPREADING RATE PER COAT: 7÷8 m²/l per coat
DILUTION: Max 3 - 5%, with water
APPLICATION METHODS: Pinti spalter WATCH THE APPLICATION VIDEO

Ferrum gives a stunning metallic effect on surfaces to create a metropolitan atmosphere with contemporary design and 
lend light to the classic, sober settings. This decorative pearlescent iron-mica finish is applied with a few strokes and 
offers beautiful decorative effects, suited to the needs of those who don’t want to give up everyday aesthetics.
The unmistakable style of Ferrum lends itself to minimal, refined settings, it gives expression to the contemporary set-
ting, approaching the modernity of light to the charm of ancient precious metals.

SURFACE PREPARATION

The surface must be solid, clean, dry and free of dust, oil, grease, 
etc ... It is preferable to sand it lightly prior to application. Then 
remove all traces of dust and apply a first coat of Primer Pinti 
Base Coat (with brush or roller). On a dry support, apply a se-
cond coat of Primer Pinti Base Coat.

APPLICATION CYCLE

On a fully prepared support, apply a coat of Ferrum with the Pin-
ti spalter in short, crossing strokes, then use the dry spalter again 
on the surface that was just decorated, combining the material 
components until the desired effect is obtained.
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Colors Star

 31 Star  32 Star  33 Star  34 Star

 35 Star  36 Star  37 Star  38 Star

 39 Star  40 Star  41 Star  42 Star

 43 Star  44 Star  45 Star  46 Star

 47 Star  48 Star  49 Star  50 Star

 59 Star

 55 Star  56 Star  57 Star  58 Star

 51 Star  52 Star  53 Star  54 Star

StarSPREADING RATE PER COAT: 7÷8 m²/l per coat
DILUTION: Max 3 - 5%, with water
APPLICATION METHODS: Pinti brush or Pinti roller WATCH THE APPLICATION VIDEO

Silky brushed decorative finish with crystals of light and glitter. With a strong modern character, this very trendy paint 
can create multiple decorations, tailored to suit you, thanks to the exclusive micro-crystals that sparkle like a starry sky. 
The iridescent effect, ideal for settings with a contemporary, essential design, creates reflections that change depending 
on the light, with a hologram effect. With Comete New you can create striking aesthetic effects that depend on the choice 
of the colour associated with the base, giving your imagination free rein.

Star

SURFACE PREPARATION

The surface must be solid, clean, dry and free of dust, oil, grease, 
etc ... It is preferable to sand it lightly prior to application. Then 
remove all traces of dust and apply a first coat of Primer Pinti 
Base Coat (with brush or roller). On a dry support, apply a se-
cond coat of Primer Pinti Base Coat.

APPLICATION CYCLE

On a fully prepared support, apply a coat of Star, spreading it to 
obtain the desired effect. To obtain a more brilliant effect, apply 
a second coat of Star on a perfectly dry product, using the same 
technique as before. 
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Roma Gold Roma Copper

Ferrum Bronze Ferrum Gold

White base

Milano

Examples Milano

Milano
SPREADING RATE PER COAT: 2÷3 m²/l per coat
DILUTION: Max 3 - 5%, with water
APPLICATION METHODS: Pinti brush or Pinti roller or 
            Pinti Wall trowel

Decoration takes shape thanks to the Milano modeling base, an innovative formula for creating a real 3D artistic effect 
on walls. With the Pinti decorative tools you can easily create innovative forms that give three-dimensions to the deco-
rative effect that will be applied afterwards. With Milano you can freely choose which form to create, it adapts to any 
Pinti decorative paint and adds a touch of Italian art to the rooms of your home. Milano decorates both the classic and 
elegant settings, and the metropolitan and contemporary ones.

SURFACE PREPARATION

The surface must be solid, clean, dry and free of dust, oil, grease, 
etc ... It is preferable to sand it lightly prior to application. Then 
remove all traces of dust and apply a first coat of Primer Pinti 
Base Coat (with brush or roller). On a dry support, apply a se-
cond coat of Primer Pinti Base Coat.

APPLICATION CYCLE

On a fully prepared support, apply a coat of Milano with Pinti 
roller, Pinti brush or Pinti spatula to distribute the product on 
all the surface. Then return with the suitable tool to obtain final 
effect.

WATCH THE APPLICATION VIDEO
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Colors Powder-Resin

 100 Powder-Resin  101 Powder-Resin  102 Powder-Resin  103 Powder-Resin

 104 Powder-Resin  105 Powder-Resin  106 Powder-Resin  107 Powder-Resin

 108 Powder-Resin  109 Powder-Resin  110 Powder-Resin  111 Powder-Resin

 112 Powder-Resin  113 Powder-Resin  114 Powder-Resin  115 Powder-Resin

 116 Powder-Resin  117 Powder-Resin  118 Powder-Resin  119 Powder-Resin

 124 Powder-Resin  125 Powder-Resin  126 Powder-Resin

 120 Powder-Resin  121 Powder-Resin  122 Powder-Resin  123 Powder-Resin

Powder-Resin
SPREADING RATE 2 COATS:  1,5 kg/m² fine-grained
   2,0 kg/m² coarse-grained
DILUTION: 28% - 32% with water
APPLICATION METHODS: Pinti Wall trowel

A high performance single-component 
finish for covering floors, walls and 
furnishings in your home. Its special 
formulation allows for different types 
of finishes with great aesthetic and 
contemporary design impact. The fast 
easy application of Powder-resin means 
obtaining extraordinary results even on 
large surfaces, creating aesthetic finishes 
tailored to the style of your home. Pow-
der-resin is a hyper-resistant and easily 
washable finish, applicable also on exte-
rior surfaces because of its hold which 
far exceeds the usual tiles. Monolithic, 
cloudy, scratched, spatula, glossy and 
many other effects, Powder-resin covers 
any surface with elegance and moderni-
ty. 
Available in 2 particle sizes to be able to 
choose the texture that best reflects the 
style of your home.

Before application check that the base is compatible, consistent, mature and free of dust, oils, grease, etc. If the base 
proves inconsistent and brittle, mechanically remove all parts not well anchored and restore the foundation. Mix 
the product with clean water pouring it into the powder in the prescribed amount without exceeding the percentage 
indicated, and mix with the mixer at low speed until a smooth paste free of lumps is achieved. Let the product set 
for about 2-3 minutes before application to ensure good hydration of all the elements in the product. Application 
must be done with a stainless steel spatula or trowel, or a plastic spatula or trowel, in two coats with a thickness 
of about 1 mm per layer as follows: apply a coat of Powder-resin about 1 mm thick. Once this is completely dry, if 
necessary, sand to obtain a smooth surface free of “ridges”. Then apply the second layer, and once completely dry, 
sand if necessary. If a smoother, more closed surface is desired, without altering the material effect, apply another 
coat of Powder-resin.
For floor application it is always advisable to protect the finish with polymeric coating, to make it easily washable.

WATCH THE APPLICATION VIDEO
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© Copyright - All rights reserved - PINTI

The colors represented in the brochure are reproduced with litho-
graphic technique (four-color) and are to be considered indicative 
and not binding, therefore we do not accept complaints about this.

Given the mineral nature of the product and the painting mode with 
toner, we recommend using a single supply for the areas to be dec-
orated, as slight color variations are technically possible.

To get a perfect and correct installation of the products is necessary 
to consult technical data sheets. PINTI disclaims any liability for im-
proper use of the products.




